“There is something profoundly satisfying about sharing a meal. Eating together, breaking bread
together, is one of the oldest and most fundamentally unifying of human experiences.”

Barbara Coloroso
The Longest Table is not a new idea, cities across the country have been bringing the community
together at a dinner table for several years. But it is a concept we believe is worth implementing in
North Brevard, and so we invite you to participate as a sponsor to help offset the expense of this
event. Your sponsorship allows us to remove cost as the barrier to bringing people to the table, to
engage in meaningful conversation about our community.
The Longest Table will serve as the installation of our board of directors, and kickoff the new year
of leadership at the Titusville Area Chamber of Commerce. Sponsors will be invited to a cocktail
reception prior to the community dinner to witness the installation of our officers and celebrate
with us as we recognize those leaders that have served the organization and are moving on.
The entire purpose of the dinner is to seat everyone at the same table and foster conversation and
build relationships across economic, racial, religious and ethnic backgrounds—to spark new
relationships and new ideas, enhance tolerance and respect, and continue to move our community
in the right direction.

Sponsorship Levels
$5000 Major Sponsor (limited to two)
This premier sponsorship entitles your company to ten tickets to the cocktail reception and
dinner, and includes recognition as a major underwriter for the event. This includes logo
inclusion on pre– and post–event materials, and recognition during the evening in print and
through verbal announcements.
$2500 Gold Sponsor (limited to three)
This sponsorship entitles your company to eight tickets to the cocktail reception and dinner,
and includes recognition as a sponsor for the event. This includes logo inclusion on pre– and
post-event materials and recognition during the event in print and through verbal
announcements.
$1000 Dinner Sponsor (limited to six)
This sponsorship entitles your company to six tickets to the cocktail reception and dinner,
and includes recognition as a sponsor for the event. This includes logo inclusion on pre– and
post-event materials and recognition during the event in print and through verbal
announcements.
We believe this event could become an annual tradition for the community, and we invite you to be
on the ground floor of this collaborative initiative. Other communities have seen this spark
additional events and activities throughout the year to continue the dialogue that began at The
Longest Table. The sky is the limit!
To solidify your place at the table, please contact Marcia Gaedcke at gaedcke@titusville.org or
321-267-3036. We look forward to seeing you at The Longest Table!

Sponsorship Form
This form is your guarantee of inclusion in our Longest Table Event!
Please fill it out as completely as possible and return to
Titusville Area Chamber of Commerce
2000 South Washington Avenue
Titusville, Florida 32780
FAX 321-264-0127

Business Name: _________________________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________________
Contact Name: ___________________________ Contact Phone: _________________________

Contact E-Mail: _________________________________________________________________

Pick your Sponsorship:
__________ Major Sponsor - $5000 (limit two)
__________ Gold Sponsor - $2500 (limit three)
__________ Dinner Sponsor - $1000 (limit six)

Please provide an electronic copy of your company logo as soon as possible for inclusion in our
promotions. JPG, EPS, PNG files are all acceptable, and may be sent to Gaedcke@titusville.org.

Method of Payment:
____ Check

____ Bill Me

____ VISA ____ MasterCard

Card Number_________________________________________________
Exp. Date_________/__________V-Code_________________________
Signature____________________________________________________
Questions?

Contact Marcia Gaedcke—321-267-3036—gaedcke@titusville.org

